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in Deva. He specialises in Ancient History, being especially interested in the Second Iron Age. 

His presentations and studies were centred mainly on the La Tène and Dacian civilizations in 

Transylvania. His 2007 Doctoral Thesis at the Babeș-Bolyai University in Cluj-Napoca was 

published in the same year under the title: The Celts of the Middle Mureș Valley. The author 

is certified by the Romanian Ministry of Culture as expert archaeologist and an expert in 

national cultural heritage goods. The activity he carried out at the museum over more than two 

decades was oriented toward three main directions: archaeological research, the research, 

inventory, and ranking of the mobile national cultural heritage, and raising the profile of the 

mobile national cultural heritage. He participated in archaeological research and designed and 

led the investigations on sites such as SighișoaraWietenberg, Divici-Grad, Șeușa-La Cărarea 

Morii, Alun-Piatra Roșie, ArdeuCetățuie, Tărtăria-Pietroșița, Unip-Dealul Cetățuica, and 

others. The author published, alone or collaboratively, over 100 studies, papers, and books, 

organised numerous exhibits, and presented the results of his work at multiple national and 

international conferences, symposia, colloquia, and round table discussions. He organised or 

co-organized 12 national and international conferences. Since 2018 he has been teaching 

Military Archaeology and Habitat Archaeology courses within the master’s degree curriculum 

of the West University of Timișoara.  
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in prehistoric archaeology at the “Ion Creangă” Pedagogical State University in Chișinău. 

Dissertation in 2014 at the Institute of Cultural Heritage of the Academy of Sciences of 

Moldova. Author of around 40 scientific publications, including 2 monographs: Settlements of 

the Poienești-Lucașeuca Culture (Berlin 2020) and Așezarea și necropola de tip Poienești-

Lucașeuca de la Boroșești (co-autor M. Babeș) (Chișinău 2020) . Research focus: Late Pre-
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1999. Ten years later he successfully (magna cum laude) defended his PhD thesis in history at 

the same university, with an approach to the Late Iron Age’s chronology at Lower Danube. He 

is an expert archaeologist dealing mainly with the Iron Age field of study, with sustained 

activity in archaeological research of key-sites from both the Early (i.e. the cemeteries from 

Valea Stânii and Câmpulung) and Late Iron Age (i.e. the settlement and cemetery from 

Zimnicea, the settlement from Cetățeni) in Romania. As expert in mobile pre- and proto-history 

heritage he has substantial experience in collaborating in major national and international 

archeology exhibitions. He regularly participates in the most important professional meetings 

of archeology under the auspices of EAA, UISPP, WAC, EIA Central Europe, Thracology 

Congresses and Roman Limes Congresses. He is currently the director of the Heritage & 
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MARTENS, Jes (PhD,) is associate professor of the Early Iron Age at the Museum of Cultural 

History, Department of Archaeology since 1999. Before that he was executive officer 

(archaeologist) at the Swedish National Board of Antiquities (Riksantikvarieämbetet) in Lund 

(1996-1999) and before that he held scholarships at the University of Copenhagen (1992-1996) 

and the National Museum of Denmark (1990-1992). Martens finished his MA at the University 

of Aarhus in 1990, including a year at the University of Warsaw (1982-1983). The PhD was 

obtained at the University of Copenhagen in 1998. Martens has held several scholarships such 

as the Carlsberg foundation, Deutsche Akademische Austausch Dienst, NorFa, the Danish 

Research Council of the Humanities and Queen Margrethe II foundation. Martens has taught 

archaeology at the University of Copenhagen and the University of Oslo and has delivered 

guest lectures at a number of universities in Northern Europe. Martens has functioned as censor 

at the Universities of Copenhagen, Oslo and Tromsø. The main focus of his research is on the 

subjects «The Early Iron Age in Northern and Northern Central Europe» and «settlement 

archaeology». He has published more than 60 papers in national and international journals, 

books and enciclopediae (in English, German, Italian, Polish, Danish and Norwegian) and has 

edited or been coeditor of five books. In addition he has presented papers at more than 50 

international conferences as well as being the initiator of more than 10 such events.  
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European ethnology and classical archeology at the Universities of Marburg and Heidelberg 

and at the Institute of Archeology London. Scientific interests are especially focused in the 

Settlements and Battle Archeology. In the years 2011-2019 it was Speaker of the Cluster of 

Excellence Topoi – The Formation and Transformation of Space and Knowledge in Ancient 

Civilizations. He is currently the coordinator of the archaeological research 

project Ausgrabung der Siedlung der Poienești-Lucașeuca Kultur von Ivancea-sub 

Pădure (ME 1251/12-1) funded by the DFG (Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft). Author of 

more than 150 scientific publications, including 2 monographs: Pevestorf 19. Ein 

mehrperiodiger Fundplatz im Landkreis Lüchow-Dannenberg. Veröffentlichungen der 

urgeschichtlichen Sammlungen des Landesmuseums zu Hannover 41 (Oldenburg 1993) und 

Mardorf 23, Ldkr. Marburg-Biedenkopf. Archäologische Studien zur Besiedlung des 
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Archaeological Research Centre from Moldova (from 2016  – vice president); member of the 

Scientific Council of the Orheiul Vechi Cultural-Natural Reserve; associate-member of the 

Archaeological Committee of the Moldovan Ministry of Culture; Corresponding member of 

the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Römisch-Germanische Kommision. Hi is Member of 

the editorial board of the journals Plural. History. Society. Culture and Arheologia Preventivă 

în Republica Moldova. His research interests are determined by the settlement archaeology and 

pottery study, Latène era issues in the South-Eastern Europe, especially those linked with the 

Germanic population in the East-Carpathian forest-steppe and their relations with the local 

population (contacts between Poieneşti-Lucaşeuca – Zarubincy – Jastorf - and Przeworsk 

Culture circle). 
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MUSTEAŢĂ, Sergiu is currently a Professor at the History and Geography Department, ‘Ion 

Creangă’ State Pedagogical University of Chișinău. He is the author of 8 monographs and more 

than 300 articles on history, archaeology, cultural heritage preservation and textbooks analysis. 

The most recent works are „Community Archaeology in Eastern Europe. An Example from the 

Republic of Moldova”. In: Jameson, John H. and Sergiu Musteata (eds), Transforming Heritage 

Practice in the 21st Century  - Contributions from Community Archaeology. One World 

Archaeology Series. Springer, 2019, 45-58; „Archaeological Heritage Resource Management 

in Romania and the Republic of Moldova: A Comparative View”. In: Campbell S., White L., 

Thomas S. (eds) Competing Values in Archaeological Heritage. Springer, Cham, 2019, 45-61; 

Nomads and Natives beyond the Danube and the Black Sea, 700-900 CE, Amsterdam 

University Press, ARC Humanities Press, Leeds, 2018. He is the editor of two monograph 

series – ANTIM monographs and Unknown Documents and Histories (30 volumes published). 

Every year he delivers over 20 presentations and public lectures in various academic centres 

around the world. During recent years, he has been a visiting scholar and a visiting professor 

in many universities in the USA, Germany, Romania, Sweden, etc.  
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Romanian Academy of Sciences, Cluj-Napoca branch, Romania. He specialises in Ancient 

History, being especially interested in the Second Iron Age. He graduated from the faculty of 

History and Philosophy, ―Babeş-Bolyai‖ University of Cluj-Napoca, Romania. At the same 

faculty, the doctor's thesis (The bronze metallurgy in pre-Roman Dacia (2nd c. BC – 1st c. AD). 

Techniques, workshops and bronze artefacts, 1996) and the habilitation doctor's thesis (Ethnic 

and cultural identities in late Iron Age Transylvania, 2017) were defended. In 2009-2011 he is 

President of professional association Groupe de travail européen sur l‘artisanat et les 

productions manufacturées dans l‘Antiquité and Since 2005 co-editor of the series Ethnische 

und Kulturelle interferenzen im 1. Jahrtausend v. Chr. – 1. Jahrtausend n. Chr.published by 

the Babeş-Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca and the Institute of Archaeology and History of 

Art, Cluj-Napoca. Since 2001 the author is supervisor of BA and MA dissertations, Faculty of 

History and Philosophy, Babeş-Bolyai University of Cluj-Napoca. The author is certified by 

the Romanian Ministry of Culture as expert archaeologist and an expert in national cultural 

heritage goods. Since 2001 the author is supervisor of BA and MA dissertations, Faculty of 

History and Philosophy, ―Babeş-Bolyai‖ University of Cluj-Napoca. In 2013–2017 he is co-

director of ―Apulum Mithraeum III Project. From 2018 to present, hi is co-director of Apulum 

Roman Villa Project. The author has published 9 books; has edited 5 volumes; 11 chapters in 

syntheses, lexicons, encyclopaedias; 3 exhibition catalogues and more than 200 studies in 

research journals and proceedings. 
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SPÂNU, Daniel (Dr., Hab.) is an archaeologist and research felllow at the “Henri Coandă” 

Institute of Archeology in Bucharest since 1997. Previously, he attended and graduated the 

Faculty of History in Bucharest. Spânu was the beneficiary of a pre-doctoral fellowship “Fritz 

Thyssen Sonderprogramm zum wissenschaftlichen Wiederaufbau in Südosteuropa” offered by 

the “Alexander von Humboldt” Foundation at the Institute of Prehistoric Archeology in Berlin 

(2000-2001) and a post-doctoral fellowship offered by the same Foundation at the German 

Archaeological Institute and the Free University of Berlin (2009-2010). He also carried out 

several documentation internships in Vienna, Budapest and in several museums in Romania. 

Spânu defended a doctoral thesis transformed into the monograph Tezaurele dacice, 

(Bucharest, 2012, dedicated to the “Dacian” hoards of the late La Tène period), as well as an 

habilitation thesis materialized in the monograph Poieneşti. Necropola din secolele II-III (Cluj-
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eastern Romania). He has participated in 45 archaeological campaigns in Romania and 10 

abroad (France, Germany, Republic of Georgia) and is the author of more than 50 studies 

published in national or international volumes or periodicals; he presented over 80 papers at 

national and international scientific meetings. His scientific activity focused mainly on the 

archeology of the Second Iron Age on the territory of Romania and on the archeology of the 

“barbaric” world in the vicinity of the Dacia Province in Roman period.  
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TOPAL, Denis is an archaeologist specializing in the archaeology of the early nomads of 

Eurasia. His research background is in the analysis of trends in the development of warfare in 

European cultures in the Iron Age. His expertise also includes Late Bronze Age and Early Iron 

Age deposits and the archaeology of burial mounds in the Pontic steppe in prehistory. D. Topal 

received his PhD from the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Moldova in 2018 with the 

thesis “Scythian blade weaponry of 7th-4th centuries BC (South-western part of Eastern 

Europe)”. Since 2017, D. Topal has been working as the Head of the Documentation 

Department of the National Agency of Archaeology of the Republic of Moldova, since 2020 

he has been working as a research fellow at the National Museum of History of the Republic 

of Moldova in Chișinău, and since 2022 he has been a corresponding member of the German 

Archaeological Institute. He has published more than 80 articles and a monograph, presented 

papers at more than 30 international conferences. In addition, since 2010 he is associate editor 

of Stratum plus journal (volume dedicated to the Iron Age). 
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